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Using practical examples, we will show you how to  
interpret and build key figures, run material classifications 
based on the ABC and XYZ analyzes, and how to capitalize 
on the effective use of the range matrix. You will learn how 
to navigate safely through plant and material numbers and 

how to use different aggregation levels for your purposes. 
Learn the supportive, dynamic master data maintenance 
using formulas and the MRP profile.

Target group
If you are quite familiar with the areas of MRP and/or 
inventory controlling and would like to learn more about 
the possibilities of a process-oriented, transparent working 
method in the Dispo-Cockpit.

Prerequisites
You do not need any specific prior knowledge for this 
workshop.

Benefit
You will learn the functionality of the modules and be able 
to create and apply process-related selections and layouts. 
Logistic performance indicators will assist you in evaluating 
processes and through classification you will be better able 
to assess your material spectrum and derive procurement 
strategies.
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Key topics
   Administration

   Individual classification, using product lifecycle 
as an example

   Grouping and classification

   Calculating safety stock and re-order point

   Comparison of data in the  
SAP material master

Target group
You want to deepen your knowledge and learn adjacent 
functions. You regard levels of safety stock and re-order 
point as highly important and are looking for automatic 
parameter editing options. As product manager, you are 
curious about the administration of the applications.

Prerequisites
You are already working with this module every day.

Benefit
You are able to adapt the extended range of functions of 
this module to your operational requirements. You know the 
technical possibilities and can assess requirements, classify 
them into the functional scope, and partially implement 
them. You can define an automatic safety stock and re-order 
point calculation and synchronize the material master data 
in SAP.

We will show you with practical examples how you can 
sustainably optimize your inventory while expending a  
minimum of time. Learn more about the administration of 
material groupings, the use of rule-based systems, and  
decision trees. Take advantage of the formulas and the  
associated option of automated updating of the calculated 

planning parameters as default values. In addition, we will 
show you the individual use of segmentation characteristics 
and the restocking time calculation. Learn about the ad-
vantages of specific parameterization and customization 
options.

Key topics
   Data setup and data pool

   Logistics KPI

    Specify classification parameters and  
interpret their results

   Show parameter editing options

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

EUR 550.00

1-day seminar
Events

02/05

06/25

03/13

10/22
Register for the block week 
and save up to €420.00

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

EUR 550.00

1-day seminar
Events

02/13

10/16

DCC BEGINNERS

GIB DISPO-COCKPIT CONTROLLING
BEGINNERS

DCC ADVANCED

GIB DISPO-COCKPIT CONTROLLING
ADVANCED CLASSES
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9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

EUR 550.00

1-day seminar
Events

02/14

10/17

Target group
You want to deepen your knowledge and learn adjacent 
functions. You regard the levels of safety stock and re-order 
point as highly important and are looking for automatic  
parameter editing options. As product manager, you are  
curious about the administration of the applications.

Prerequisites
You are already working with this module every day.

Benefit
You are able to adapt the extended range of functions of 
this module to your operational requirements. You know the 
technical possibilities and can assess requirements, classify 
them into the functional scope, and partially implement 
them. You can define an automatic backup safety stock 
and reorder levels calculation and update the material 
master data in SAP. Easily create complex sets of rules and 
compare with existing targets.

We will show you with practical examples how you can 
sustainably optimize your inventory while expending a 
minimum of time. Learn more about the administration of 
material groupings, the use of rule-based systems, and  
decision trees. Take advantage of the formulas and the  
associated option of automated updating of the calculated 
planning parameters as default values. 

The use of the Extensions Rule Workbench and Target 
Workbench to create complex rules and monitor goals will 
also be shown.
In addition, we will show you the individual use of seg-
mentation characteristics and the replenishment lead time 
calculation. Learn about the advantages of specific param-
eterization and individualization options.

Key topics
   Advanced GIB Dispo-Cockpit Controlling

   Create and monitor goals (TWB)

   Create sets of rules

   Change MRP parameters

Register for the block week  
and save up to €420.00

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

EUR 550.00

1-day seminar
Events

02/15

10/18

11/05

Key topics
   User settings

   Administration settings

   Function manager

   Class-based formulas

   Dynamic tables and structures

Target group
All SAP users from the areas of supply chain management, 
logistics, scheduling, purchasing, and controlling who 
work with the Operations and/or Controlling modules and 
want to specify administrative settings and requirements for 
the modules.

Prerequisites
Knowledge about the handling of the Dispo-Cockpit Con-
trolling and/or Operations modules is required. Program-
ming skills are not mandatory.

Benefit
Make the GIB Dispo-Cockpit users of your company even 
more successful by designing and implementing efficient 
and individual authorization concepts, module settings, 
and layouts. 

In this workshop you will get an overview of the different  
system settings and the administration of the GIB Dispo- 
Cockpit Operations and Controlling modules (functions – 
addressees – purpose). The following questions are the 
focus of the workshop: What effects do different system 
settings have on SAP authorization management and the 
use of the function manager? What options do the dynamic 

tables and structures offer? What information is required 
for the transport check? What are the possible uses of the 
formulas, for example, to determine supporting MRP para-
meters? In addition, we will show you how to optimally use 
the online support and download portal for your work. 

DCC/DCO TECHNOLOGY

GIB DISPO-COCKPIT CONTROLLING
OPERATIONS TECHNOLOGY

DCC ADVANCED / RWB & TWB

GIB DISPO-COCKPIT CONTROLLING
SPECIALIZATION / RWB & TWB

Register for the block week 
and save up to €420.00
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9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

550 Euro

1-day seminar
Events

02/06

03/12

06/26

Key topics
     Data pool and options for data selection

     Display processes via user-specific layouts 
and variations

   Display options in the main list

   Navigation options

In this workshop you will learn how to handle the basic 
functions of the module, such as selecting and opening 
planned orders and production orders, processing purchase  
requisitions and purchase orders, taking into account  
minimum order values   and quantities as well as contracts. 
You will confidently set up individual user layouts, process 
exception messages, and will be equipped to deal with 

missing parts information. Learn the importance of accu-
rate master data maintenance and how to handle external 
procurement and in-house production smoothly.

Target group
You are quite familiar with areas of MRP or inventory 
controlling and would like to know more about the  
possibilities of a process-oriented, transparent working 
method in GIB Dispo-Cockpit.

Prerequisites
Prior knowledge is not required for this workshop.

Benefit
You will learn the functionality of the module and be able 
to create and apply process-related selections and layouts. 
Logistics performance indicators will assist you in evaluat-
ing processes and through classification you will be better 
able to assess your material spectrum and derive procure-
ment strategies.

10/23

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

EUR 550.00

1-day seminar
Events

02/12

10/15

Register for the block week  
and save up to €420.00

What is meant by cockpit-controlled material requirements 
planning (MRP)?  We will show you goals, measures, and 
advantages by means of memorable practical examples. 
You will learn how to implement individual parameters and 
alerts, as well as tailor selection settings and layouts to 
your personal needs. With the aid of the GIB Dispo-Cockpit  
Operations and the Alert Monitor, you will be able to 
identify critical situations at an early stage and initiate 

countermeasures in good time (missing parts situation for 
production orders). Through the targeted use of the offered 
dashboards, you will be able to gain more transparency 
and clarity in the future. Depending on your needs, you 
can selectively display information about storage locations 
and plants, in single or multiple lines, in quantity or value. 
A briefing on the use of supporting MRP parameters from 
the formulas completes this workshop. 

Target group
You are familiar with the basic functions in Dispo-Cockpit  
Controlling and Operations and want to deepen your 
knowledge and use adjacent functions. You regard safety 
stock and re-order point levels as highly important and are 
looking for automatic parameter editing options. As prod-
uct manager, you are curious about the administration of 
the applications.

Prerequisites
You already work with the module daily.

Benefit
You will make optimum use of the extended functional 
scope of the module in the future to meet your operational 
requirements. You will be able to automatically calculate 
safety stock and re-order point levels and easily update the  
material master data in SAP. 

Key topics
   Administration

    Expanded overview of functions

    Integration of the DCO and DCC modules

DCO ADVANCED

GIB DISPO-COCKPIT OPERATIONS
ADVANCED CLASSES

DCO BEGINNERS

GIB DISPO-COCKPIT OPERATIONS
BEGINNERS
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GIB mbH ∙ Birlenbacher Straße 18 ∙ 57078 Siegen · Germany
Phone +49 271 89038 0 ∙ Fax +49 271 89038 99
info@gibmbh.de ∙ www.gibmbh.de

SIEGEN

Berlin

Nuremberg

Munich

Stuttgart

Frankfurt

Hamburg

Bremen

Cologne

Dortmund

MOVE! 

From April 2019 the GIB Academy 
will take place at the new location. 
We inform you in time.


